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Abstract

This article presents a set of metaphysical thoughts, known as Subhashitas in Sanskrit. These are shortened messages and are intended to inspire to readers and scientists to pursue research in different fields. These quotations are in continuation of previous papers [2-4].
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1. Introduction

The Philosophy is an ocean. The more we analyze the deeper we go into philosophical fields. It needs critical and meticulous analyses. The great thinkers can put them in a compact form to give moral and ethical values for the wellbeing of the people and research oriented thoughts as case studies for scientists.

The new set of thoughts are compiled based on soul, super soul, body, mind, society and Indian philosophy. These subhashitas are in series of previous articles 2,3,4.

2. Subhashitas – Metaphysical Thoughts

2.1 Soul and Super Soul

1) One should elevate from mode of ignorance and mode of passion to mode of goodness.
2) A person in a mode of good goodness observes supreme Lord everywhere.
3) If you feel everything is for God, then you are self-realized.
4) Self-realized person realizes everyone to be equal.
5) Every action and item should be utilized in the service of God.
6) We souls (Jivaatma) are so small, i.e., one of ten thousand of tip of the hair, cannot be compared with that of Supreme Lord.
7) Soul rejoices with God as child enjoys with mother.
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8) Sitting on the kusa -grass (Darba) on ground yields more divine powers than sitting on chairs.
9) Water flows as soon as tap is opened, similarly divine words should flow as soon as mouth is opened, otherwise both tap and mouth are cursed.
10) Body needs rest and sleep but not the Soul.
11) We are all tools in the hands of nature.
12) Death can never be blessed and blamed.
13) Chanting gets Meal (Offerings), मील से भोजन मिलता है।
   Meal yields Devotion, भोजन से भक्ति मिलती है॥
   Devotion connects to God, भक्ति से भगवान मिलता है॥

2.2 Body and Mind

14) Man is bound by space and time.
15) Only eyes demand rest, but not other sense organs.
16) In the material world, body is made up of matter and it changes when it is in contact with material nature whereas in the spiritual world the body is not made up of matter, hence does not change.
17) keep a stabilized vision and mission in life.
18) Happiness is real when it is shared.
19) Talking ill of others, brings about physical and mental sufferings.
20) Hard work is your friend and laziness is your close enemy.
21) Give away your knowledge else it will be futile and buried.
22) The more you eat, shorter you will eat. The less you eat, longer you will eat.
23) Demonic people neither accept nor do any work which is good for the society
24) Possessions are burden.
25) Youth is daring and old is shivering.
26) A rich man may buy land for house, but he may starve when there is no land for production of food items.
27) A starving billionaire depends on a farmer, but not a farmer.
28) Even a billionaire cannot buy a second in life.
29) Poor and rich are same at the grave yard.
30) Make your desires so strong that it makes the impossible to possible
31) Your desire to change should be stronger than your desire to remain same.
32) Desire is a force.
33) Some times change gives fortune. One should accept and face it.
34) The ground absorbs and stores the rain water during four months rainy season and then feeds to all living entities for rest of eight months. Similarly the education gained by the students during 20 years will feed them and their family for rest of 80 years.
35) Wedding ceremonials are to get blessings from Lord and celebrations are for official permission to move in the society.

2.3 Indian Philosophy

36) Indian philosophy preaches the concept of stawaguna and non-violence.
37) India is a divine land and source of spirituality and dhrama for all religions.
38) Indian traditions (sanskruthi) and rituals inspire everyone to follow and adapt.
39) Indian pledge says: India is my country and all Indians are my brothers and sisters as it is similar to Vasusudev Kutumbam (family of Supreme Lord).
40) India is based on Vedic civilization, if it is not followed, it tends towards cats and dogs civilization.
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